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Several Aspects About Car Camera - Help You Easily Choose A Suitable One

Car cameras are becoming increasingly popular among car owners, why? In my opinion, The main
reason is that car rearview camera can effectively reduce the rate of rear accidents. These small
gadgets, placed on the external body of a vehicle and usually on the license plate,  gives the same
feeling as you are having eyes in the back of your head. This can provide real-time video for the
driver of anything which is happening outside and what is behind your vehicle. However, choosing a
good car camera is not so easy thing. Now let's discuss what you should pay attention to while you
are choosing a car camera. 

Want to choose a good car rearview camera, but do you know what kind of car camera is good? 
Maybe you can check a car camera's performance from following aspects:

Chip. Chip is an important part of a car reversing camera. According to the difference of
components, car cameras can be divided into CCD camera and CMOS camera. CMOS is mainly
used in the product of lower image quality, its advantage is that the relatively low manufacturing cost
and power consumption compared to CCD cameras. But CMOS cameras has a drawback of
requiring a higher light. CCD, is a high-end technology applied in photography, video, this device
also comes with a video capture card. There is a big gap between CMOS and CCD cameras in
terms of technical and performance. In general, CCD camera is much better, but correspondingly
more expensive. It is recommended that choose the CCD camera under the premise of not
considering the expense.

Definition. Definition. The definition is one of the important indicators to measure a car camera. In
general, high-definition product will generate better images of higher quality. In today's automotive
aftermarket, car rearview camera with the resolution of 420 lines has become the mainstream
products. If debugged well, 380 lines is also OK. The same level of car rearview camera with a
same chip may present images of various effects because of different level of chips, unlike sensors,
as well as the level of debugging technician.

Nightvision. The definition has a big effect on night vision. usually, products with higher resolution
have a relatively poor night vision. This mainly because of chip itself. Now most product has a night
vision function, no matter the effect is good or not.

Waterproof. Almost all the car rearview cameras have the function of waterproof. You know that car
accidents are more likely to occur in rainy days. So the waterproof function is very necessary so that
you still have a good view of rear obstacles.

Special Car Camera. Now most models and makes of cars have their own special car camera.
Choosing a camera that is specially made for your car is much better. If no, then you can choose
the general type.

Learning well about above aspects will help choosing the suitable car camera only with your little bit
of work.
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